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About This Game

Special Agent Jim Power-The supernatural alien, Vaprak, threatens to defeat our world which is the last planet that stands
between him and a dimensional vortex. This vortex leads to a fifth and, up until now, lost dimension. If he succeeds in defeating
us, he will destroy our world, opening a gateway for his kind as well as the strange mutating effect that this dimension has on all
organic life forms. His forces are far too strong for us to defeat in a frontal attack which is why we must send you to slip past

his Omni-eye scanners and make an assassination attempt on the greatest evil that man has ever known. It will take absolutely all
of your wits and skill but it is imperative you reach his fortress and send him back to the sulphurous plane from whence he

came.

Game purchase includes-

-Original PC version
-Original SNES Version

-Enhanced SNES Version
- Enhanced SNES Version has had the gameplay polished.

- Hit hearts have been added, as well as the "3D" parallax scrolling has been turned off between other things.
-Original Unreleased Sega Genesis Version

-Unreleased Sega Genesis version coming in future update

Future DLC-

-High Quality Soundtrack by Chris Huelsback!
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-8 bit NES version!
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Title: Jim Power -The Lost Dimension
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Digital Concepts
Publisher:
Piko Interactive LLC, Classics Digital
Release Date: 10 Dec, 1993
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After I saw Barky, The Delighted Doggo I reinstalled Battlerite.. (After a year of not playing.. Well played Stunlock.). Broken
images tags, and default image sizes. Extreamly poor image quality on most images. Appears to be a rushed and
unprofessionally built module.. Great throwback game. Love the retro, look, sounds and music. Put on your headphones for this
one. Controls are smooth once you get the hang of them, and the handy tutorial at the beginning provided the opportunity to do
just that. I played using my xbox one controller and it worked beautifully.

World Destroyers is easy to get into, but hard to perfect. I'm thankful for the variety of difficulty modes. Looking forward to
becoming a master. Reminds me of a newer, better version of the classic arcade game, Asteroids.

If you love games made by people who love games. Check this one out.. I payed for this, and it's not satisfying yet. I feel like I
paid too much if the Dev doesn't return. Looking at the last "news" update, it was in December and touch controllers were added
(and maybe a world). Each level is a few minutes long, and while they look amazing it was almost too relaxing to be named
something pertaining to having a dexterity requirement.

Today, it's a fantastic game to get on sale or to support the developer. "Tomorrow", it will be a great game to get period.

Pros
- Beautiful
- Runs extremely well at Ultra settings on my 1070 & AMD 8350
- Simple concept, difficult to perfect
- There's an "arcade" mode which adds a nice change of pace

Cons
- Low replay value
- While it's gorgeous, it's not very exciting
- Haven't seen any updates posted in 5 months

Neutral
- Depending on your perception of money's value, this might be a great buy at $10, for me I would have said with the current
content $3 if I'm being honest with myself

After one play through of all levels starting on Normal (as opposed to easy or hard), I just didn't want to go back and considered
asking for a refund... then I thought, I don't get refunds because I'm an early adopter and this person did amazing work. In fact,
I'm eager to have them add more content so that I can come back to this game. There needs to be a hook, something that adds
infinite replayability. I'm thinking if the dev added the ability to play your own music, and have it procedurally generated and
perhaps 10 more levels, this would be a game to infinitely.. A simple strategic turn-based game that allows you to build up your
planet, invade the enemy, and finally, conquer the enemy. The best part of this game is the multiplayer, because fighting against
players is always a tougher challenge than just facing AI.

The graphics and sounds are well-done, so overall, this game delivers great aesthetics. I would recommend this game as a great
casual game that you can play with your friends on a laptop in a small get-together, because it's one of those games that you can
play at your own pace.
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I get it, this is in Early Access, it even has a HUGE disclaimer at the start talking about bugs.
That is fine. What is not fine, and what I don't understand, is why you would release the game to receive negative reviews when
the ONE THING that you CAN do in the game (Bowling) is buggy and doesn't work.
Minecraft didn't launch into Early Access with pickaxes that didn't mine. Basically the game worked perfectly.
Make sure your game has SOMETHING, anything that works WELL before you release it or expect it to not do well. People are
not going to "Keep checking in." to see new features when the ones that are present barely work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpNZK6aZVx8. 10\/10 This DLC will change your life. Very nice, thanks. Now please,
please, please make "Sativa Strain".. While still in development, what's here is very promising. Art style is undeniably
charming.. At first, the puzzles were somewhat hard to understand but then you get the hang of it and its not that bad and kind
of clever. But then i was stuck in the final hall for about 45min trying to understand what to do next, having no clues on how to
continue. I managed to finish the game but not in a way that i would want to. Meaning i had to look up for certain code in a
youtube walkthrough, and the guy too said to not ask him where he find it, and i hated that i had to look it up somewhere
else.(BTW, i played it twice, the first playthrough i gave up finding clues in the hallway, the 2nd time i got it from a youtube
walkthrough) I like hard to crack puzzles but lurking around in a hallway for 45min and not finding any clue... its kind of
dissappointing. I wouldnt call it a horror game because of 1 and a half semi-jumpscares. i dont mind the graphics but it would be
great if interactions werent buggie.
Overall i give this game 5\/10.
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